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Sneads Ferry is experiencing rapid growth. The U.S. Marine Corps 

Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC) is expanding, 

improvements to the Sneads Ferry gate have made it more 

convenient to get on and off base, and newcomers are taking 

advantage of the area’s natural resources and good quality of life. 

The growth caught the attention of the North Carolina 

Department of Transportation, which completed a feasibility 

study for NC 172 and NC 210. The growth also prompted Onslow 

County and the Jacksonville Urban Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization to partner in the creation of a plan that addresses 

future transportation needs and establishes a realistic land use 

vision for Sneads Ferry. The plan required creative collaboration 

that tapped into: 

 the interests of local residents and stakeholders; 

 the insights of local, regional, and state planners; 

 the concerns of military officials; and 

 the oversight of elected officials.  

The intent was to develop a community vision tied to land use 

recommendations and backed by a strategy that addresses 

traffic, safety, and access for all travel modes without 

compromising existing and potential development. Overlapping 

elements ensured land use and transportation were not 

considered in isolation. Potential alternatives were evaluated 

based on performance measures that the community helped 

establish. Finally, the plan’s recommendations were vetted 

through a variety of outreach events—in person and online—in 

the last half of the planning process. 

This report summarizes the planning process and outcomes of the Sneads 

Ferry Community Plan in seven chapters: 

1 | Introduction and Process Overview 

2 | Existing Conditions 

3 | Community Vision 

4 | Land Use Strategy 

5 | Focus Area Concepts 

6 | Transportation Strategy 

7 | Recommendations 

This report is intended to help citizens and elected officials achieve a vision 

established by the community. The vision was gathered through a variety of 

outreach initiatives and is captured in the plan’s Guiding Statements. 

Ultimately, achieving the plan’s recommendations will require coordinated 

action and a long-term view. 

Sneads Ferry Community Plan – Final Report 

 Community-driven land use 
strategy  

 Balanced transportation 
recommendations  

 Conceptual roadway 
improvements  

 Implementation strategies  

 Rapid growth – recent and on the 
horizon  

 NC 210/NC 172 Feasibility Study 

o Widen NC 210 and NC 172 to 
four-lane divided  

o Flyover at NC 210 and NC 172  

 Community desires to establish a 
vision and a plan to achieve it  

What is the plan? Why now? 
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Planning Process 
The planning process began in January 2014 with the launch of the 

project website. The Blue Ribbon Panel was finalized in early 2014, and 

its first meeting was held March 19, 2014. The planning process 

featured six Blue Ribbon Panel meetings, two community workshops, 

two questionnaires, and two public open houses. Community outreach 

occurred throughout planning process (see diagram below). Special 

consideration was given to reaching a broad cross-section of the 

community with the intent to accomplish several objectives:  

   

 Sequencing engagement activities to build ongoing participation 

 Offering decision and/or influence opportunities for citizens 

 Ensuring representation from those that understand and cherish the 

heritage of the community 

 Using the engagement process to raise awareness of the project and 

of planning in general 
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Meetings 

Members of the Blue Ribbon Panel provided feedback and guidance to the project team and 

contributed their experience and knowledge to the planning process. The Blue Ribbon Panel met six 

times during the planning process. Meetings included discussions and activities that generated and 

evaluated planning concepts and strategies.  

Blue Ribbon Panel 

The Blue Ribbon Panel consisted of a carefully selected 

group of community leaders and stakeholders with an 

understanding of the area’s history and a working 

knowledge of the growth pressures Sneads Ferry faces.  

 Meeting #1 – March 19, 2014 

The project team led panel members and staff through a series of participatory planning exercises 

to capture values and priorities and document preferences and concerns.  

Meeting #2 – May 14, 2014 

The project team provided an update on project progress and briefed the panel on Community 

Workshop #1 scheduled for the evening of May 14, 2014. A facilitated discussion and mapping 

exercise followed, with the results intended to inform preliminary development of growth scenarios 

and transportation needs.  

Meetings #3 and 4 –July 30 and 31, 2014 

The Blue Ribbon Panel met twice during the two-day Scenario Design Work Session. The purpose of 

the multiday event was to build upon the vision developed in the plan’s first phase and have the 

Blue Ribbon Panel begin to lead the larger community through a process that explored growth 

options for the study area. Outcomes from the work session were refined and presented to the 

public at the August 19, 2014 Community Workshop. 

Meeting #5 – September 25, 2014 

The group discussed changes to the land use and transportation recommendations based on 

feedback received at the August 19, 2014 Community Workshop and preliminary results from the 

second online questionnaire. The meeting concluded with a keypad polling exercise that focused on 

plan recommendations and potential implementation strategies. 

Meeting #6 – April 13, 2015 

Building on the community's identified vision and previous work on land use and transportation 

recommendations, panel members participated in a discussion on goals and priority action items. 

 

 

Members 

The Onslow County Board of County Commissioners 

designated the panel at the board’s March 3, 2014 

meeting. 

Don Beasley  

Gaylene Branton  

Luther Ennett  

Kern Everett  

Lisa Hamner  

Bill Keller  

Tim McCurry 

Carol McIntyre 

Johnny Wayne Midgett 

Matt Mitchell 

Melvin Shepard, Jr.  

Ray Teilborg  

Sherry Thurston  

Raiford Trask, III 

Robert Vause  

 
Roles and Responsibilities 

 Offer unique perspectives of the study area  

 Assist with the creation of the preferred growth 

strategy and transportation strategy 

 Assist with the identification of two development 

focus area and reviewing the concepts 

 Review the draft report and other deliverables  
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The Sneads Ferry Community 

Plan study area accounts for 

approximately 34 square miles 

in southern Onslow County. The 

area’s rich history began in 1728 

when Edmund Ennett launched 

a ferry here as a link in the Post 

Road between Suffolk, VA and 

Charleston, SC. The area became 

known as Sneads Ferry after 

Robert Snead became proprietor 

of the ferry on the north shore.  

Since 1939, a bridge has 

traversed the New River. While 

the ferry no longer runs today, 

the legacy of a working 

waterfront lives on through the 

area’s fishing industry. The 

traditional fishing village is 

dealing with the opportunities 

and challenges brought by a 

growing population, consistent 

influx of tourism, and an 

expanding local economy. 

The Study Area 
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Building on the past… 

The Sneads Ferry Community Plan builds upon a set of previous 

plans and policies. In some cases, the Sneads Ferry Community Plan 

looks at the community through the lens of these previous efforts. 

Each plan or policy offers a range of guidance to decision-makers—

staff and elected. More importantly for the Sneads Ferry Community 

Plan, these previous efforts identified opportunities that can be 

leveraged and challenges that must be addressed.  

Onslow County Comprehensive Plan (rev 2014) 

Onslow County Zoning Ordinance (rev 2014) 

NCDOT Feasibility Study FS-1003C (2013) 

EnvisionEAST-2050 (2012) 

MCB Camp Lejeune Encroachment Control Plan (2011) 

Onslow County Subdivision Ordinance (2011) 

Jacksonville MPO Long-Range Transportation Plan (2010) 

MGTF Regional Growth Management Plan (2009) 
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The Sneads Ferry community has experienced 

a lot of change over the last 10 to 15 years. 

Rapid growth and the steady climb in coastal 

tourism has shifted the dynamics of the 

community and raised new concerns 

associated with natural resource protection, 

land use and urban design, and the function 

of the area’s transportation network. This 

chapter describes the existing context of the 

study area. Combined with feedback received 

during various outreach activities, the existing 

context helped shape the recommendations 

of the Sneads Ferry Community Plan.

  

This chapter provides a set of facts and figures related to growth, development, constraints, 

traffic, and safety. The chapter concludes with a collection of maps that reflect existing 

environmental, land use, and transportation conditions in the study area. The following topics are 

covered in this chapter: 

Community Characteristics:  Growth & Development 

Constraints:  Environmental, Physical, & Administrative 

Transportation Issues:  Traffic & Safety 

Map Inventory:  Environmental Constraints, Zoning, Future Land Use, Development Status, 

Development Suitability, Traffic, Safety, Bike Suitability, Walk Suitability 

 

Existing Conditions – Chapter Overview  

Working waterfront Military convoy at Four Corners 
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Northbound NC 172 near Four Corners Bicyclist on Old Folkstone Road 

Sneads Ferry Road Sneads Ferry Boating Access 

Pedestrians on Sneads Ferry Road near Zion Lane 
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Community Characteristics 

Recent Growth 

Once a rural fishing village, Sneads Ferry has experienced a surge in 

development since 2000. The study area grew from 5,425 residents in 

2000 to an estimated 9,750 residents in 2014, an 80% increase1. Growth 

primarily has been driven by accessibility to MCB Camp Lejeune from 

the gate on NC 172 and the development of United States Marine Corps 

Special Operations Command (MARSOC) facilities accessed from NC 210. 

The most visible signs of this growth are the larger apartment 

communities constructed in the last few years—the Quarters at Stones 

Bay and Stillwater at Southbridge.  

 

 

 

Approved Developments 

The area will continue to be attractive to higher-wage military 

households. In response, single-family residential developments 

continue to dominate development patterns. Fifteen subdivisions have 

been approved in the study area since 2010. According to the Onslow 

County Planning Department, these approvals could bring more than 

1,300 new households to the area. Additional growth is expected to 

occur in developments approved prior to 2010.  

Considering the approved residential developments 

and growth drivers like MARSOC, the study area is 

expected to maintain at least a 2.5% annual growth 

rate over the next 30 years. Growth could vary widely 

based on market conditions, military investment, and 

the carrying capacity of the land. The chart to the left 

shows low and high growth trends for the study area. 

Given that retail stores and restaurants follow 

rooftops, it is expected that non-residential uses will 

continue at the recent pace or even quicken. 

Growth Trends 

10,300 

10,100 

12,900 

11,700 

15,500 

13,600 

17,900 

15,400 

20,300 

17,000 

23,000 

18,700 

Low Growth 

8,950 Net Growth 

2.55% annually 

 

High Growth 

13,250 Net Growth 

3.35% annually 

 

1 Census population estimates were created using ESRI Business Analyst and customized to the study area boundary. 
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Constraints 

Many constraints can affect how much growth can be expected as well 

as where that growth can occur. Constraints may be environmental, 

physical, or administrative. 

Environmental 

The natural environment within and adjacent to the study area 

contributes greatly to good quality of life and economic vitally. These 

features—the New River, the Intracoastal Waterway, streams, ponds, 

wetlands, and protected open space—limit where growth can occur and 

how much growth can be absorbed. In technical terms, this is referred 

to as the carrying capacity of the land. The Sneads Ferry study area is 

approximately 34 square miles. Of this area, more than 50% faces some 

measure of constraint due to a body of water, wetlands, parks, or public 

conservation. 

 

 

Physical 

Physical constraints include infrastructure such as roads and wastewater 

treatment facilities. Roads are discussed in more detail in the following 

section. For wastewater, the best available information on the system 

managed by Pluris indicates it was upgraded several years ago from 0.87 

million gallons per day (MGD) to approximately 1.56 MGD. Considering 

recent growth and applying conservative assumptions, the facility could 

have approximately 0.4 MGD to spare before approaching 80% of the 

system’s capacity. Applying basic flow calculation rates, the assumed 

capacity could accommodate approximately 1,000 dwelling units at 

three bedrooms per unit.  

Administrative 

The Onslow County Comprehensive Plan (adopted in October 2009 and 

amended in June 2014) is not a source of regulation but instead provides 

guidance on issues related to land use and development. Within the 

study area, the comprehensive plan’s future land use map designates:   

 Medium to high density residential with a mix of uses – 6% 

 High-density residential – 18%  

 Medium-density residential – 19% 

 Low to medium density residential with limited non-residential 

uses – 22% 

Approximately 65% of the study area is designated for some level of 

residential development, although some areas of potential wetlands are 

included with the understanding that development will occur around any 

wetlands. The Onslow County Zoning Ordinance regulates the location, 

type, and intensity of residential and nonresidential development. A 

map showing the zoning districts is included later in this chapter. 

Constraints 

Environmental 
Approximately 54% of the study area is a body 
of water, wetlands, parks, or publicly 
conserved land. 

Physical 
The Pluris waste water treatment plant is 
expected to have enough capacity to support 
approximately 1,000 additional dwelling units. 

Administrative 

The Future Land Use Plan places approximately 
65% of the study area in a category appropriate 
for some level of residential development. 
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2002: 7,200 │ 2012: 13,000 

6.1% Annually 

NC 210 

(north) 

2002: 11,000 │ 2012: 17,000 

4.5% Annually 
NC 172 

(east) 

2002: 4,200 │ 2012: 6,800 

4.9% Annually 

NC 172 

(west) 

2002: 6,700 │ 2012: 11,000 

5.1% Annually 
NC 210 

(south) 

Transportation Issues 

The transportation network in Sneads Ferry faces unique challenges, 

including the proximity to Camp Lejeune, numerous driveways along 

major corridors, seasonal traffic, and military vehicles. The results are 

heavy traffic—both real and perceived—on NC 172 and NC 210 and 

backups at major intersections. The traffic problem is directional based 

on time of day. With a large employment draw such as the military 

base, traffic naturally is heavy to the base in the morning and leaving 

the base in the afternoon. In addition, bicyclists and pedestrians are 

mixing with traffic because a coordinated 

multimodal network does not exist in the area. 

The effect of these issues is explored on the 

following pages as a primer to considering how our 

decisions on where growth should occur will affect 

future needs for the transportation network. 

 

Increasing Traffic 

Traffic has increased in Sneads Ferry over the past decade. Traffic 

volumes on NC 172 and NC 210 reflect trends seen throughout the 

study area. From 2002 to 2012, volumes increased about 5% per year. 

Much of this growth occurred between 2002 and 2007 with volumes 

remaining relatively constant from 2009 to 2012.   

Between 2002 and 2012… 

Traffic on NC 210 north of 
NC 172 increased 81%, the 
most of any corridor in the 
study area.  
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NC 172 at NC 210 Intersection 

The basic data used to analyze the performance of a signalized 

intersection are turning movement counts. These counts simply show 

where traffic goes once it enters the intersection. For example, does 

traffic traveling south on NC 210 continue on NC 210 or turn left or 

right onto NC 172. The intersection of NC 172 at NC 210—one of four 

signalized intersections in the study area—was improved in 2013 to 

provide dual left-turn lanes on southbound NC 210. Detailed analysis 

was conducted ahead of considering alternatives for the study area’s 

most important intersection. 

 

According to turning movement counts completed in November 2010, 

approximately 1,200 vehicles travel through the intersection in the 

morning peak hour (7:00am to 8:00am) and 1,400 vehicles travel 

through it in the evening peak hour (4:00pm to 5:00pm). As could be 

expected, most traffic travels eastbound on NC 172 in the morning and 

westbound in the evening. The data also shows more northbound traffic 

on NC 210 in the morning as residents of Sneads Ferry and Topsail 

Island travel toward US 17 and points north. The reverse is true in the 

evening, as more traffic travels southbound. The diagrams below show 

the total traffic for each direction and the percentage that turns right, 

proceeds through the intersection, or turns left. 

7am to 8am 4pm to 5pm 

333 

264 

2
70

 

2%│35%│63% 

72% 
 

18% 
 

10% 
21% 

 

69% 
 

10% 

2%│97%│1% 

3
21

 

613 

141 

1
18

 

4%│45%│51% 

37% 
 

41% 
 

22% 
14% 

 

55% 
 

31% 

30%│70%│0% 

5
68
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Fatal Crashes (3) 

 NC 210 south of Pebble Shore Dr (Overturn/Rollover) 

 NC 210 east of Dixon Rd (Pedestrian) 

 NC 172 west of Thompson Dr (Rear End, Slow or Stop) 

Disabling Crashes (10) 

 NC 210 south of North Shore Dr (Left Turn, Different Roadways) 

 NC 210 north of Rifle Range Rd (Head On) 

 NC 172 east of Country Club Rd (Rear End, Slow or Stop) 

 NC 172 west of Arlie Davis Dr (Movable Object) 

 NC 172 at Thompson Dr (Pedestrian) 

 NC 172 west of Bradshaw Rd (Head On) 

 Bumps Creek Rd at Hill Ln (Fixed Object) 

 Bumps Creek Rd at Hill Ln (Parked Motor Vehicle) 

 Old Folkstone Rd at Ennett Ln (Overturn/Rollover) 

 Old Folkstone Rd at Pine Hammocks Rd (Fixed Object) 

 

Crashes 

NCDOT keeps records of crashes that  

occur on state-maintained roadways,  

and every crash is classified by the  

worst injury occurring as a result of the  

incident. For the three-year period from  

January 2011 to December 2013, 583  

crashes occurred in the study area. The  

chart to the right breaks down the crashes  

by severity. 

 

 

 

 

  

Type Description 

Fatal (K) Death occurring within twelve months 
of the crash 

Disabling (A)  Injury is serious enough to prevent 
normal activity for at least one day 

Evident (B) Non-fatal or disabling injuries that are 
evident at the scene of the crash 

Possible (C) No visible injury, but those involved in 
the crash complain of pain or 
momentary unconsciousness 

None (O)  No injury; property damage only 

Unknown (U)  Unknown if any injury occurred 

 

Five intersections in Sneads Ferry experienced 10 or more crashes during the three-

year crash history period. The intersections in the table below are ranked based on 

equivalent property damage only (EPDO) rate, which is a measure of severity. 

Street 1 Street 2 
Crashes 

Most Common 
Type EPDO 

Rate 
Total K A B C O Type # 

US 17 NC 210 30 0 0 1 9 20 Rear End 20 104.0 

Old Folkstone Rd  Ennett Ln  10 0 1 2 0 7 
Fixed 

Object 
7 100.3 

NC 210 NC 172 32 0 0 1 7 24 Rear End 20 91.2 

NC 210 Old Folkstone Rd  18 0 0 2 5 11 Rear End 6 69.8 

NC 172 Sneads Ferry Rd  11 0 0 0 1 10 Rear End 5 18.4 

 

Fatal
0.5%

Disabling
1.7%

Evident
8.6%

Possible
22.1%

None
64.3%

Unknown
2.7%

Total Crashes 

583  
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Map Inventory 

A series of maps were created as an inventory of existing conditions. 

These maps focus on environmental, land use, and transportation 

conditions within the Sneads Ferry community. 

 

 

Zoning  

Shows zoning districts by parcel for Onslow County’s ordinance adopted on December 15, 2003 and last amended February 17, 2014. 

Environmental Constraints 

Shows significant natural features in the study area, including conservation land, parks, wetlands, and heritage areas. 

Future Land Use 

Shows land use categories as assigned in the Onslow County Comprehensive Plan. 

Development Status 

Categorizes the study area into three types of existing development status based on tax data and visual observation. 

Development Suitability 

Shows the relative suitability of locations in the study area to attract future growth based on a series of factors. 

Traffic 

Shows Average Annual Daily Traffic volumes collected in 2012 by NCDOT.  

Safety 

Shows crash locations for data collected during a three-year period from January 2011 to December 2013.  
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This chapter summarizes the initial outreach events designed to understand the 

issues, needs, and desires for the Sneads Ferry Community.  These events included 

the first two Blue Ribbon Panel Meetings, a Community Workshop, and the first 

questionnaire. The chapter concludes with the vision and guiding statements that 

resulted from these activities.  

Community Vision – Chapter Overview 

 

For the outcomes of the Sneads Ferry Community Plan to 

reflect community values and be implementable, a 

community engagement process was created to generate 

information equal in value to technical data. The process 

resulted in residents, business owners, and other 

stakeholders joining the Blue Ribbon Panel and staff to 

create a community vision, explore alternative futures, and 

select preferred strategies for land use and transportation. 

It was important to create a process that allowed participants  

to understand why decisions were made and the effect of  

those decisions as the plan took shape.  

 

 

 

 

 

Scenes from the 

May 14th, 2014 

Community 

Workshop 
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  Community Outreach 

A vision for Sneads Ferry was created based on input by residents, business owners, staff, elected officials, and other stakeholders. The visioning 

phase included two Blue Ribbon Panel meetings, a community workshop, and a questionnaire. Special consideration was given to reaching a 

balanced cross-section of the community. These outreach events broadened the understanding of existing conditions and led to the identification of 

guiding statements. 

   The outreach events summarized in this chapter occurred during Phase 2 (Visioning). Results from the Scenario Design Work Session 
are discussed in Chapter 4. A brief discussion of the remaining events is provided in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. 
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Blue Ribbon Panel Meeting 1| March 19, 2014 

At the first Blue Ribbon Panel meeting, the project team led the 

members and staff through a series of participatory planning exercises 

to capture values and priorities and document preferences and 

concerns. The intent was to start the conversation about strengths, 

challenges, needs, and desires ahead of more broad-based community 

outreach meetings.  

 

 

  

 

 

  

Area Assessment 

This exercise required participants to identify existing attributes in 

the study area as a precursor to prioritizing preliminary planning 

themes. First, participants wrote attributes about the Sneads Ferry 

community on four large post cards. Second, they categorized the 

post cards as positive (strengths) or negative (challenges). Of the 63 

comments, 40 (63.5%) were categorized as positive and 13 (20.6%) 

were categorized as negative. Ten attributes (15.9%) were identified 

as neither completely positive nor completely negative and 

categorized as neutral. The emphasis on positive attributes supports 

the notion that the Sneads Ferry area has numerous cultural, 

historic, and social resources. These same resources could be 

leveraged to position the area to achieve a desirable future. 

Many of the strengths focused on the river and abundance of local 

heritage. Topics from the neutral category centered on natural 

resources and how growth is providing opportunities and obstacles. 

The majority of comments categorized as negative focused on traffic 

(8 of 13) or the pace of growth (3 of 13). 

Priority Pyramid 

This exercise allowed participants to prioritize a preliminary list of 

planning themes. Each panel member received a game board 

displaying a pyramid and six placards representing a theme. They 

were challenged to select the themes they deemed most important, 

followed by two secondary themes, and three tertiary themes. The 

project team then collected the game boards and grouped them by 

each pyramid’s top priority for the entire panel to view and discuss. 

During this process, the Blue Ribbon Panel suggested changes to the 

themes.  The results based on a weighted average show Access and 

Connectivity to be the most important planning theme, followed by 

Economic Vitality and Community Design.  

1st 2nd 3rd 
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Reimagine or Reinforce 

To complete this activity, participants were given green, red, and black markers. Participants were asked 

to use the green marker to identify locations that should be redeveloped or targeted for new growth and 

the red marker to identify locations that should be protected or reinforced. The black marker was used to 

note opportunities and issues related to transportation. Areas identified by most participants are shown 

in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

  

Participants envisioned 

redevelopment for two of the 

major intersections in the study 

area: NC 172 at NC 210 and NC 210 

at Old Folkstone Road. The 

waterfront areas throughout the 

study area consistently were 

identified for preservation and 

protection. Opportunities to 

improve transportation in Sneads 

Ferry included improving traffic 

congestion and safety along NC 

172, NC 210, and Old Folkstone 

Road east of NC 210. Several 

participants also advocated for 

pedestrian and bicycle facilities 

along NC 172 and NC 210. 
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The first questionnaire was created to mirror the visioning and fact-

finding exercises conducted during initial Blue Ribbon Panel meetings 

and the first community workshop. The questionnaire was distributed 

online prior to the first workshop to gather information on issues, 

needs, and desires. Information gathered through the questionnaire 

was supplemented with feedback gathered on the project website, 

outcomes from the workshop, and ongoing participation by the Blue 

Ribbon Panel. More than 300 people participated in the first 

questionnaire. The results are summarized in the pages that follow.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Questionnaire 1 | April 18, 2014 to August 22, 2014 

Use personal vehicles to commute to work. 

Walk for non-work related trips. 

Bike for non-work related trips. 

Said traffic in the study area has worsened 

in the last five years. 

Said the types of land uses and building 

design have worsened in the last five years. 

Said NC 172 does not meet the needs of the 

community. 

Said NC 210 does not meet the needs of the 

community. 

Said Old Folkstone Road does not meet the 

needs of the community. 
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When asked to rate pieces of the transportation network in the 

study area… 

 74% rated Traffic Flow as Fair or Poor 

 84% rated the Attractiveness of Roads as Fair or Poor 

 84% rated Sidewalks as Fair or Poor 

 89% rated On-Street Bicycle Facilities as Fair or Poor 

 83% rated Greenways/Multiuse Paths as Fair or Poor 

 

 

What is needed along NC 172? 

 93% said NC 172 needs to be widened 

 97% said NC 172 needs sidewalks and crosswalks 

 97% said NC 172 needs better building design and aesthetics 

 95% said NC 172 needs landscaping 

What is needed along NC 210? 

 89% said NC 210 needs a planted median  

 96% said NC 210 needs sign control 

 96% said NC 210 needs landscaping 

 93% said NC 210 needs bike accommodations  

 

The Sneads Ferry Community Plan should… 

 Protect and preserve the waterfront (93%) 

 Recommend intersection improvements (85%) 

 Recommend roadway widenings (79%) 

 Recommend bicycle and pedestrian improvements (76%) 

 Promote a mixture of land uses (69%) 

 Concentrate on enhancing the image of major roadways (59%) 

 

 

When does the NC 172/NC 210 intersection experience the worst 

traffic congestion?  

 29% weekday mornings 

 37% weekday evenings 

 14% both 

 

 

 
Which objectives are most important to you? 

Improving congestion on study area roads 23.0% 

Limiting the amount of growth outside areas that are 
already developed 

20.3% 

Keeping infrastructure (water, sewer, transportation) 
maintenance costs low 

17.6% 

Providing a mixture of uses and appealing facilities to 
encourage people to live, work, and play with limited 
need for a car 

13.8% 

Maintaining the integrity of existing neighborhoods 10.0% 

Making it easier to bike, walk, or ride transit 6.1% 

Adding new parks, expanding existing parks, and 
protecting open space 

5.8% 

Offering homes of varying shapes, sizes, and prices 1.9% 

Improving connectivity by adding small streets and trails 1.5% 

 

 

What is your role in the study area?  

 94% Resident 

 15% Employee 

 14% Business Owner 

 15% Commuter 

 

 37% weekday evenings 

 14% both 
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Vision Conversation 

The intent of the Vision 

Conversation was to further explore 

and refine the seven planning 

themes developed based on input 

from the March 31, 2014 Blue 

Ribbon Panel meeting. Meeting 

comments were considered during 

the development of growth 

alternatives and transportation 

improvements. 

At the second Blue Ribbon Panel meeting, the project team provided an 

update on project progress and briefed the panel on Community 

Workshop #1 scheduled for the evening of May 14th. A facilitated 

discussion and mapping exercise followed, with the results intended to 

inform preliminary development of growth scenarios and transportation 

needs. 

 

 

  

Blue Ribbon Panel Meeting 2 | May 14, 2014 

Guiding Statement  Meeting Comments 

Access and Connectivity Extend considerations for Old Folkstone Road to the west. Consider shoulder 

treatments and roadway geometry. Consolidate driveways and protect access. 

Account for through commutes and turning movements. 

Community Design Focus commercial development along  

NC 210 and NC 172 but with architectural standards. Leverage the community 

“fabric”. Design neighborhoods to accommodate school buses. Some participants 

stated that they would like the community to remain the same.  

Community Facilities and 

Services 

Provide active parks with soccer and baseball fields. Consider a recreation center. Use 

Surf City as an example of what to do with the community center. Protect open 

space. 

Culture and Environmental Protect the scenic and economic benefits of the river. Encourage growth in less 

sensitive areas. Provide facilities and amenities that are accessible to everyone.  

Economic Vitality and Tourism Use the natural resources as an economic driver. Focus on family-based growth. Look 

beyond the beach/shore for economic development and tourism opportunities. 

Housing 

 

Consider the correlation between higher density housing and land consumption. 

Direct different types of housing to appropriate locations. Avoid clear cutting when 

developing neighborhoods. 

Multimodal Integration Provide off street trails where possible. Consider shoulder treatments for bicyclists 

and pedestrians. Install bicycle paths along targeted corridors. 
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Where is Sneads Ferry? (Mapping Exercise) 

Four groups (3 or 4 Blue Ribbon Panel members per group) 

used markers to identify where Sneads Ferry is. They also 

were asked to identify unique areas that likely will or likely 

should develop. Finally, they were asked to identify what 

types of places those unique areas will become. A similar 

exercise was conducted with the community later in the 

evening as part of the Community Workshop. This exercise 

served as a precursor to developing the growth alternatives 

that were analyzed as part of the scenario planning effort, 

which is summarized in Chapter 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 2’s Map 

Group 1 

This group considered the entire study area to be “Sneads Ferry” but noted that 

the area generally bounded by NC 172 and Country Club Road was the historic 

core of the community. The group suggested new businesses should be directed 

to areas surrounding the NC 210 / NC 172 intersection.  

Group 2 

This group considered the area bounded by NC 172 and Country Club Road as 

“Sneads Ferry” but further highlighted a waterfront area. In this area, the group 

envisioned restaurants accessible to boat traffic and an artist enclave. The group 

focused commercial growth near the NC 210 / NC 172 and NC 210 / Old 

Folkstone Road intersections.  

Group 3 

This group had a more narrow interpretation of “Sneads Ferry”, placing the core 

of the community in the area bounded by NC 172, Sneads Ferry Road, and the 

river. The group noted that the focus of this area should be on recreational 

tourism, fishing, and a working waterfront. The group identified NC 172 

between NC 210 and Sneads Ferry Road as a commercial corridor and NC 210 as 

a “tourism” corridor. In general, the group suggested focusing commercial 

growth at the NC 210 / NC 172 intersection. 

Group 4 

This group had two differing notions of “Sneads Ferry”. On one hand, the group 

identified the area bounded by NC 172, NC 210, and the water as the core of the 

community. However, they noted that the entire study area shares in and 

contributes to the success of the community. 
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Community Workshop 1 | May 14, 2014 

At the first community workshop, the project team provided an 

introduction on the Sneads Ferry Community Plan and briefed the 

attendees on the activities scheduled for the workshop. Each 

activity was facilitated with the purpose of identifying priority 

issues and concerns from community members. 

 

 

 

  

One Word 

Today 

 

In the Future 

 

The One Word activity captured existing sentiments and future 

hopes about Sneads Ferry. Participants were asked to write down 

one word that came to mind about Sneads Ferry TODAY and 

another word that described their vision for Sneads Ferry IN THE 

FUTURE. This exercise provided a quick snapshot of participant’s 

current perception of the community, including issues that need 

to be addressed and resources that should be leveraged. The 

future vision question helped the project team understand the 

participant’s desire for the future. In some cases, the vision 

question also revealed what the participants feel is the reality for 

the community if change does not occur. The word cloud images 

to the right place more emphasis on the words participants 

repeated by making these words larger. 
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  Thought Wall 

The seven planning themes played a prominent role in the Thought Wall exercise.  

                   

During this exercise, participants were instructed to identify up to five issues, concerns, needs, or challenges facing 

Sneads Ferry. They wrote each thought on a single sheet of paper and reserved their most important thought for a 

uniquely colored sheet. The Thought Wall exercise was completed by having participants place each sheet (i.e. each 

“thought”) on the wall under one of the seven planning themes.  

The outcome provided 138 individual comments. Just as important, it provided a clear understanding of which planning 

themes received the most emphasis both in terms of frequency (i.e. the total number of comments for each planning 

theme) and importance (i.e. which planning theme received the highest number of “most important” comments). The 

graph below shows total comments and most important comments for each planning theme. It is clear that participants 

targeted Community Facilities and Services, which received 38 total comments, 8 of which were categorized as most 

important.  

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Multimodal Integration

Housing

Economic Vitality and Tourism

Cultural and Environmental

Community Facilities and Services

Community Design

Access and Connectivity

The hatching denotes the 
number of “most important” 
comments received for each 
planning theme. 
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  Placemaking 

In this exercise, participants 

selected their favorite images 

from a photo collage in three 

categories—housing, 

community design, and 

transportation. Each 

participant was given three 

dots for each category. One 

dot included a checkmark to 

signify the participant’s top 

choice in that category. The 

results from this exercise 

provided insight into the type 

and design of preferred 

development among 

participants. 

The images to the right 

represent the top three 

choices selected by workshop 

participants. In each category, 

the image receiving the most 

overall votes also received 

the most “top choice” votes.  

Housing 

   

 

Community Design 

   

 

Transportation 
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Planning Theme Characteristics and Considerations 

Access and Connectivity  Access 

 Connectivity 

 Safety 

 Mobility 

 Corridors 

 Intersections 

Community Design  Signage 

 Landscaping 

 Branding 

 Public Art 

 Street Trees 

 Architecture 

Community Facilities and Services  Utilities 

 Parks 

 Recreation 

 Youth Programs  

 Community Services 

Economic Vitality and Tourism  Job creation/retention 

 Tourism 

 Military 

 Retail sales 

 Destination 

 Improve Value 

Cultural and Environmental   Local heritage 

 Community character 

 Natural resources 

 Working waterfront 

 Integrate land use and 
transportation  

 Address needs for 
disadvantaged groups  

Housing  Enhance existing 

 Promote diversity  

 Improve quality 

 Ensure affordability 

Multimodal Integration  Walkability 

 Bikability 

 Transit ready  

 Safety 

 Improved streets 

 

Community Vision 

The understanding of existing conditions and the 

outcomes of the visioning exercises were 

important to the creation of the Sneads Ferry 

Community Plan. A set of guiding statements were 

created to help shape the land use strategy 

(Chapter 4) and integrated transportation strategy 

(Chapter 6). This section describes how an initial 

set of planning themes were transformed into the 

vision and guiding statements.  

Planning Themes 

The guiding statements listed on the next page 

began as a set of six initial planning themes 

presented to the Blue Ribbon Panel at the project 

kickoff meeting on March 19, 2014. Members 

were asked to prioritize the themes and suggest 

changes so the themes better align with the issues 

and needs of the study area. These suggestions 

included considerations for cultural and 

environmental resources (added as a seventh 

theme), tourism (added to the economic vitality 

theme), and the military (called out as part of the 

economic vitality and tourism theme). The revised 

planning themes, shown in the table to the right, 

were reimagined into a set of Guiding Statements. 
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Vision and Guiding Statements 

The Sneads Ferry Community Plan led the 

community through a process that explored growth 

options and identified a preferred path. As options 

were evaluated and decisions made, it was 

important to consider the guiding statements 

developed early in the planning process. These 

statements include a vision and a call to action for 

each of the seven planning themes. 

 

 

 

Sneads Ferry is committed to preserving its 

history and enhancing its community 

identity, natural resources, and unique 

features through responsible growth 

strategies, enhanced design standards, and 

improved facilities and services.  The 

community recognizes the impacts the local 

transportation system can have on its 

quality of life and advocates for 

improvements that ensure the safe and 

efficient movement of people and goods.  

The intentional integration of land use and 

transportation will support existing and 

future development and expand the local 

economy without compromising cultural 

and environmental resources. 

V
is

io
n

 

G
u

id
in

g 
St

at
em

en
ts

 

 

Access and Connectivity 

Improve the overall access and mobility provided by area corridors and 
intersections by promoting connectivity, enhancing safety, and implementing 
creative strategies to better manage congestion. 

 

Community Design 

Promote a unified community identity through design features such as signage, 
landscaping, branding, public art, and architecture standards. 

 

Community Facilities and Services 

Enhance amenities available to community members that promote preferred 
land use patterns and improve quality of life, such as parks and recreation 
facilities, youth programs, community services, and utility expansions. 

 

Economic Vitality and Tourism 

Identify transportation and land use solutions to enhance Sneads Ferry’s value as 
a destination point for tourism, military, and retail growth, resulting in job 
creation and retention for community residents and employers. 

 

Cultural and Environmental 

Preserve the unique community character of Sneads Ferry through an integrated 
transportation and land use strategy that preserves local heritage and natural 
resources while serving all potential user groups.  

 

Housing 

Maintain and expand attractive housing options that promote diversity and 
quality while also remaining affordable. 

 

 

Multimodal Integration 

Provide more comprehensive bicycle, pedestrian, and transit systems that 
encourage use through safe, attractive, and convenient amenities and street 
types that serve key activity centers. 
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Sneads Ferry’s geography and its location in the path of growth have a 

strong influence on its historic land use patterns. The community’s 

setting along the river and proximity to Camp Lejeune position it to 

receive a large percentage of new growth in Onslow County. As growth 

continues, the community is focused on promoting local heritage, 

protecting natural features, and directing growth to desirable locations. 

The Land Use Stategy created as part of the Sneads Ferry Community 

Plan does not directly replace existing plans, policies, and procedures. 

Instead, it serves as a foundation for future choices and a guide to staff 

and elected officials as decisions are contemplated. 

 

 

 

  

The Land Use Strategy provides overall guidance for realizing the 

community’s vision toward more sustainable development patterns 

in the study area, which in turn reinforces the working waterfront, 

natural resources, and local heritage. The strategy is based on the 

guiding principles and includes a digital scenario model, place type 

palette, growth alternatives, and report card. 

Land Use Strategy – Chapter Overview 

 

The strategy was created in partnership with the Blue Ribbon Panel, staff, and participants in the community outreach events. The outcome 

accommodates a diverse set of interests, while supporting the guiding principles established at the outset of the planning process. 

 

An understanding of existing conditions and the community’s vision for the area are critical components to how the plan took shape. The Sneads 

Ferry Community Plan broadcasts a vision statement that intentionally addresses three questions when creating a plan for future growth. 

Where do we grow? │ What do we grow? │ How do we grow? 

  

A common theme that emerged from the planning process is the community’s understanding that the physical environment of the study area—its 

neighborhoods, buildings, streets, utilities, and natural resources—have a far reaching impact on preserving local heritage and promoting economic 

vitality. The Land Use Strategy establishes the growth strategy upon which to base the transportation recommendations. 

What is a land use strategy? 

What it answers… 

What it informs… 
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The scenario development phase (Phase 3 of the overall planning process) used data inputs and outreach results to explore growth alternatives. 

Two scenarios were created and evaluated to yield a report card. The recommendations in Chapter 7 are based on the preferred land use 

strategy expressed in this chapter. The center piece of the scenario development phase was a two-day work session with the Blue Ribbon Panel 

conducted in July 2014. The scenario development phase was the first step in creating a set of land use and transportation recommendations. 

These recommendations were communicated and refined in Phase 4 of the planning process.  

 

 

 

Scenario Development Phase 
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The scenario planning process was initiated during the two-day Scenario 

Design Work Session. Two Blue Ribbon Panel meetings bookended an 

open design studio where work by the project team occurred on-site. 

The purpose of the multiday event was to take the vision developed in 

the first phase of the Sneads Ferry Community Plan and have the Blue 

Ribbon Panel begin to lead the larger community through a technical—

but hands on—process that explored growth options for the study area. 

Outcomes from the work session were refined and presented to the 

public at the August 19th Community Workshop. 

  
The Chip Exercise 

On day one, the Blue Ribbon Panel 

worked in groups of two or three to 

plot future growth (households, 

jobs, and retail stores/restaurants). 

The exercise included a large map of 

the study area, colored dots that 

indicated the types of growth, and 

colored markers that identified 

transportation improvements and 

green space. Following the mapping 

exercise, each group presented their 

map and discussed their reasoning 

with the entire Blue Ribbon Panel.  

A map and brief summary of each 

group follows. 

Scenario Design Work Session (Blue Ribbon Panel Meetings 3 & 4) | July 30 and 31, 2014 

Single Family Residential 

Approximately 8 dwelling units 

Approximately 80 dwelling units 

Multi-Family Residential 

Approximately 80 dwelling units 

Retail/Restaurants 

Single Store Site 

Shopping Center 

Office/Industrial 

Small Employment Site 

Large Employment Site 
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Group 1 

Group 1 proposed future single-family 

residential growth along and south of Old 

Folkstone Road from US 17 to Chadwich 

Acres Road. The group emphasized the 

residential potential of a largely 

undeveloped portion of Sneads Ferry from 

Old Folkstone Road to Goose Bay. A mix of 

single-family and multi-family residential 

was suggested along the northeastern 

corridor of NC 172. The group indicated that 

a mix of large and small scale retail/ 

restaurants and office/industrial activities 

should lie along the same northeastern 

corridor of NC 172 from Country Club Road 

to Baseball Lane. This group highlighted the 

potential for similar non-residential uses 

along NC 210 from Old Folkstone Road to 

NC 172. Two parks were suggested—in an 

undeveloped area along the eastern shore 

line and in an area bordered by Country 

Club Road and Old Folkstone Road. 
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Group 2 

This group focused on retail/restaurants 

and office/industrial growth, highlighting 

the need for both along NC 210 and NC 172. 

The group also proposed concentrating a 

mix of multi-family residential and small-

scale retail/restaurant growth along the 

northeastern coast of Sneads Ferry. Single-

family residential uses were distributed 

throughout the study area with a 

concentration in the southwestern portion 

of the study area. Group 2 suggested parks 

in the southwest and northeast quadrants 

of the study area. 
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Group 3 

Group 3 proposed a mixture of growth (all 

categories and both small- and large-scale) 

along the entirety of the NC 172 corridor. 

The uses were concentrated in the 

surrounding areas of the NC 172/NC 210 

intersection. Small-scale single-family 

residential growth also was throughout the 

area bounded by NC 172, NC 210 and 

Alligator Bay. 
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Group 4 

Group 4 distributed large-scale, single-

family residential growth along the major 

transportation corridors in the study area, 

including NC 172, NC 210, and Old 

Folkstone Road. Multi-family residential 

growth was scarce and spread across the 

study area. Retail/restaurant uses were 

distributed, for the most part, along the 

same corridors as single-family residential 

uses. This group also emphasized the need 

for smaller restaurant/retail development 

along the northeastern shoreline of Sneads 

Ferry that aim to support the fishing and 

tourism industries. Multi-use recreational 

areas were suggested in three general 

areas: 1) undeveloped land near Alligator 

Bay; 2) the area west of NC 172 and NC 210 

intersection; and 3) land bound by Country 

Club Road, Old Folkstone Road, and NC 210. 
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Group 5 

Group 5 concentrated single-family 

residential growth to NC 172 and Old 

Folkstone Road. Multi-family residential, 

retail/restaurant, and office/industrial uses 

were mostly limited to NC 210 between NC 

172 and Old Folkstone Road. This group 

suggested parks across the entire study 

area in four key locations: 1) undeveloped 

land directly south of Old Folkstone Road; 

2) undeveloped land bound by Alligator Bay 

and Goose Bay; 3) land with frontage to 

Chadwick Bay; and 4) undeveloped land 

bound by Country Club Road and Old 

Folkstone Road. 
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Land Use Scenarios 

 

   

Place Types Characteristics 

The place types can be distinguished from one another by a series of characteristics ranging from residential density to average household size to the level 

of street connectivity. The chart below shows the performance of the place types against the characteristics with a scoring of HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, or NOT 

APPLICABLE. 

Village Center High High High Low Low Low High High High

Traditional Neighborhood Medium High High Medium Medium High Low Medium High

Waterfront Living Low Medium Low Medium Medium Low Medium Medium Low

Suburban Living Low Low Low High High Low Low Low Low

Commercial Center N/A Low Low High N/A N/A High Medium Low

Business Center N/A Medium Low Medium N/A N/A High Low Low

Military Use N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Conservation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Place Type Name Density
Architecture 

Detail

Multimodal 

Design
Block Length

Average 

Household Size

Housing 

Diversity
Connectivity

Amount of

Non-Residential

Integrated

Open Space

The Blue Ribbon Panel, using feedback from the community, created the preferred land use strategy based on the assessment of two land use scenarios. 

They developed the scenarios on the first day of the two-day Scenario Design Work Session in July 2014. Scenario A tested the performance of the future 

land use designations for the area in the county’s 2009 Comprehensive Plan. Scenario B tested the performance of the community’s vision for Sneads 

Ferry with consideration for the outcomes of the chip exercise described on the previous pages. Preliminary results were reviewed on the second day of 

the work session.  

The land use scenarios and the preferred land use strategy were built using the eight place types described on the following pages. The place types, created 

specifically for the Sneads Ferry Community Plan, represent the different land use types and development patterns existing in or envisioned for the community. 

They represent the look or feel of a place that sets it apart from other areas. Place types have their own unique setting, development pattern, and visual qualities. 

 Place types are the unit of analysis for the growth scenarios.  

 Place types are not intended to be completely synonymous with the county’s zoning ordinance.  

 Place types are not intended to replace the locally-adopted CAMA land use plan. 
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VILLAGE 

CENTER 

  

Traditional Neighborhoods include a variety of housing types, residential 

densities, goods, and services supported by a multimodal transportation 

network. The design and scale encourage active living and allow residents 

to live, work, shop, and play within a walkable community. 

Traditional Neighborhood 

Village Centers include predominantly retail, office, and service related 

uses. To a lesser extent attached housing and multifamily residential uses 

can be integrated vertically or horizontally in the site. A walkable, 

integrated design allows residents and visitors to park once and provides 

connectivity to adjoining neighborhoods. The design and scale encourage 

active living and allow residents to live, work, shop, and play within a 

walkable community. Architectural details create lasting character and an 

inviting environment. 

Village Center 
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Waterfront Living 

Waterfront Living areas activate appropriate locations along the water’s 

edge with residential and non-residential (water-focused) uses with 

consideration for environmental and water supply impacts. Development 

in waterfront areas should leverage being near, seeing, and interacting 

with the New River, its bays, and the Intracoastal Waterway. Public access 

to the water should be maintained and promoted. Uses predominantly 

include existing residential with a complimentary working waterfront. 

Limited small-scale tourist and commercial-related uses are provided in 

targeted locations. Infill single family and limited quantities of attached 

housing designed at a scale complimentary to existing development are 

encouraged. 

Suburban Living 

Suburban Living areas represent relatively uniform housing types and 

density clustered in neighborhoods of mainly single-family detached 

homes. Limited multifamily neighborhoods may be preferred in strategic 

locations. The transportation network typically includes larger blocks and 

curvilinear streets. 
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  Business Center Commercial Center 

Commercial Centers serve the daily needs of nearby living areas and tend 

to locate along roads with higher traffic volumes and near prominent 

intersections. Commercial Centers typically include multitenant strip 

centers and big box stores. Buildings are set back from the road behind 

large surface parking lots with limited connectivity between adjacent 

businesses. 

Business Centers provide jobs and populate an area during normal work 

hours. These centers offer a variety of ways to accommodate jobs—

including stand-alone businesses, corporate campuses, office parks, 

medical campuses, or higher education facilities—depending upon 

available space and economic conditions. These areas typically are located 

along major transportation corridors and may offer a cluster of similar 

business types that provide mutual support. 
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c  

Military Use Conservation 

Conservation areas are based in part on the regulated floodplain areas and 

may include locations with formal conservation easements or covenants 

restricting development of the land. The intent of this place type is to 

identify and protect places of environmental, cultural, or historic value. 

Conservation areas can be small or large sites with limited use opportunities 

that primarily target recreation, education, and tourism related uses. 

Military Use areas include military installations under federal authority and 

areas programmed by base command to fulfill the mission of the military. 

These areas include secure facilities as well as some areas in passive use 

for the purposes of maintaining mission-related compatibility. 

http://media.dma.mil/2014/Jul/01/2000804683/-1/-1/0/140617-M-JR212-002.JPG
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Scenario A 
This growth scenario tests the likely 
outcomes of the existing Onslow 
County CAMA Land Use Plan. It 
assumes that an increment of future 
growth follows the plan and that a 
corresponding transportation network 
consistent with the Jacksonville Urban 
Area Long Range Transportation Plan is 
included. The transportation network 
assumes recommendations from the 
NCDOT feasibility study are 
implemented, including a flyover 
interchange at NC 210 / NC 172 and the 
associated widening of area roadways. 
The future Mountain-to-Sea Trail 
traverses the study area from north to 
south. This scenario assumes residential 
development follows conventional 
suburban and rural forms with very 
little infill or redevelopment. When 
considering the existing waterfront 
area, the plan excludes any enhanced 
waterfront activities areas but does 
include the multifamily residential as 
recommended in the existing CAMA 
Plan.  
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Scenario B 
  

This growth scenario incorporates the 

same amount of growth as Scenario A but 

distributes the growth in a manner 

consistent with the vision of the 

community and the request of the Blue 

Ribbon Panel. The scenario tests an 

alternative arrangement, placement, and 

urban form of future growth. The resulting 

transportation network includes improved 

facilities for walking and biking that 

connect to places of interest including the 

waterfront, Topsail Island, and community 

features (e.g. library, community center, 

and parks) as well as the retail area along 

NC 210. Instead of a flyover interchange at 

NC 210 and NC 172, the intersection is 

enhanced with additional lanes and 

multimodal design features. Commercial 

development is focused along NC 210 from 

NC 172 to Old Folkstone Road. Most 

residential growth occurs in subdivisions 

with traditional neighborhood design. 

These neighborhoods include a diversity of 

housing types; opportunities for open 

space preservation, walking, and biking; 

and connections to recreation, retail, and 

community features. Waterfront areas are 

enhanced with limited infill housing and 

water-related commercial and tourism 

uses.  
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Scenario B Scenario A 

 

Access and Connectivity 

 Improve the overall access and mobility provided by area corridors and intersections by promoting connectivity, 

enhancing safety, and implementing creative strategies to better manage congestion. 

 

Community Design 

 Promote a unified community identity through design features such as signage,  

landscaping, branding, public art, and architecture standards. 

 

Community Facilities and Services 

 Enhance amenities available to community members that promote preferred land use patterns and improve 

quality of life, such as parks and recreation facilities, youth programs, community services, and utility expansions. 

 

Cultural and Environmental 

 Preserve the unique community character of Sneads Ferry through an integrated transportation and land use 

strategy that preserves local heritage and natural resources while serving all potential user groups.  

 

Economic Vitality and Tourism 

 Identify transportation and land use solutions to enhance Sneads Ferry’s value as a destination point for tourism, 

military, and retail growth, resulting in job creation and retention for community residents and employers. 

 

Housing 

 Maintain and expand attractive housing options that promote diversity  

and quality while also remaining affordable. 

 

Multimodal Integration 

 Provide more comprehensive bicycle, pedestrian, and transit systems that encourage use through safe, attractive, 

and convenient amenities and street types that serve key activity centers. 

 

Report Card 

A digital growth model was created for the study area to test the two land use scenarios. The model allocated growth based on the placement of 

place types throughout the study area. When the allocation process was complete, the characteristics of the scenarios were summarized qualitatively 

and quantitatively. Outcomes from the digital scenario model were combined with a qualitative review of the alternatives. Each scenario received a 

score of 1 to 5, shown as stars in the report card below, to illustrate its relative performance against the seven Guiding Statements (five stars 

indicates that the scenario closely aligns with the Guiding Statement).  
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The intent of the scenario planning process was to 

create a flexible approach that allowed the Blue Ribbon 

Panel and the Sneads Ferry community to refine one of 

the scenarios into a preferred land use strategy. The 

Blue Ribbon selected Scenario B as the base for the 

preferred land use strategy on the second day of the 

July 2014 Scenario Design Work Session. In doing so, 

the panel noted that Scenario B exhibited qualities that 

were most consistent with the plan’s vision and guiding 

statements. Additional refinement occurred between 

August 2014 and May 2015 based on feedback 

received during the second community workshop, two 

additional Blue Ribbon Panel meetings, the second 

online questionnaire, and two open houses. 

The scenario evaluation represented one way the 

planning process yielded a strategy for balancing 

competing interests in Sneads Ferry. The preferred 

land use strategy serves as the foundation for the 

development of the multimodal transportation 

strategy. It also offered input into other plan elements 

that provide detail on land development, community 

design, and policy initiatives. The preferred growth 

strategy reinforces the concept that a “one size fits all” 

strategy for community development does not exist. 

Preferred Land Use Strategy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The purpose of the Sneads Ferry Community Plan is to preserve and enhance the unique features of the community through improved design elements, 

facilities, and services. Creating and comparing two growth alternatives was an important step in identifying ways to achieve the community’s vision. It 

also allowed transportation and land use to be integrated in a way that supports existing and future development. 
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Development Principles 

Deliberate action is necessary to implement the preferred land use 

strategy. This section describes development principles that support the 

recommendations presented in Chapter 7. The recommendations are 

designed to achieve the community’s vision for Sneads Ferry by 

coordinating decision-making processes for land use and transportation. 

New development or redevelopment should incorporate these principles 

to link growth with the seven guiding statements. Implementation of 

some of the principles may require revisions to local plans and 

ordinances. 

Designate Primary Future Growth Areas 

The preferred growth strategy directs more growth to desirable 

locations based on site location, economies of scale, and access to 

supporting infrastructure. Directing growth to these areas lessens the 

demand for new development in the residual area, protecting the 

fishing village, promoting environmental stewardship, and efficient use 

of community resources. The major growth center reflected on the map 

includes the Village Center along NC 210 and NC 172. 

Meet Future Housing Needs and Preferences for Various Housing Types 

Housing markets continue to shift in response to changing demographic 

and socioeconomic characteristics, lifestyle choices, and market conditions. 

The preferred growth strategy de-emphasizes small-lot, suburban 

neighborhoods in favor of traditional or mixed-use neighborhoods.  

 

Foster a Distinctive Community with Strong Sense of Place 

Sneads Ferry has left a lasting impression on those who live in it, which 

is referred to as a “sense of place.” Often focused on a natural resource 

such as the New River or a manmade feature such as a village center, a 

sense of place is important to any sustainable growth strategy. See 

Chapter 5 for a more detailed presentation of two development 

concepts that yield a sense of place in Sneads Ferry. 

Increase Opportunities for Open Space 

Preservation of open space supports smart growth in the study area by 

directing development to areas where it can be served while preserving 

environmentally-sensitive areas. In Sneads Ferry, open space includes 

rivers, streams, wetlands, buffers, parks, and greenways. Scenic views 

and natural areas will contribute significantly to the desirability of the 

study area. 

Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices 

The preferred growth strategy advocates for thoughtful incorporation of 

land use and urban design throughout the study area to support a more 

efficient transportation system. Linking land use, urban design, and 

transportation decision-making processes promotes the livability of the 

area, measured for transportation by shortening the distance between 

destinations and providing more travel mode choices. 
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Designate a Village Center Development in Sneads Ferry 

The preferred growth strategy recommends a Village Center in the heart 

of the study area. Walkable streets and a mix of uses distinguish the 

Village Center from surrounding development. Buildings in the Village 

Center could include space for civic, cultural, and social uses. Parks, 

plazas, and wide sidewalks encourage community interaction and 

support public events (i.e., movies in the park, festivals, etc.) held to 

celebrate Sneads Ferry and the coastal community. Integrating a mix of 

uses in a central location creates places where people live, work, and 

play as a cohesive community. Village Center development enhances 

the vitality and sustainability of an area, the efficiency of transportation 

and utility service, and the sense of community experienced by 

residents, business owners, and visitors.  

Focus Commercial Growth Along NC 210 and NC 172 

The preferred growth strategy focuses commercial development into 

cohesive, well-designed centers instead of strip commercial 

development. Use and design guidelines prepared for new activity 

centers should favor height, bulk, buffer, and building architecture 

requirements that promote development compatibility within and 

immediately surrounding the activity center. 

Build Walkable Neighborhood Within and Adjacent to Village Centers 

Walkable neighborhoods locate places to live, work, learn, and play in a 

way that promotes pedestrian activity. A comprehensive network of 

streets, mix of complementary land uses, and more compact urban form 

serve pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and automobiles. The Sneads 

Ferry Community Plan advocates for new walkable neighborhoods in 

the Village Center and Traditional Neighborhood place types. 

 

  

 

 

 

Community Outreach Results 
 
Community Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

More than 50 residents attended this interactive open house. 

Participants learned about the plan and used dots to answer 

questions related to the land use exhibits. 

Do you support limiting commercial development to the area along  

NC 210 between NC172 and Old Folkstone Road? 

 

 

Does Scenario B as proposed by the Blue Ribbon Panel better 

reflect your vision for future growth when compared with the 

existing land use plan? 

No Absolutely 

No Absolutely 

Questionnaire #2 (September and October 2014) 

More than 100 responses were received on this questionnaire, 

which allowed a review of the draft recommendations presented at 

the August 2014 workshop and September 2014 public open house. 

Do you support limiting commercial development to the area along  

NC 210 between NC172 and Old Folkstone Road? 

 Average score of 6.0 on a scale of 1 (No) to 10 (Absolutely) 

Does Scenario B as proposed by the Blue Ribbon Panel better 

reflect your vision for future growth when compared with the 

existing land use plan? 

 Average score of 5.8 on a scale of 1 (No) to 10 (Absolutely) 
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The Land Use Strategy describes a high level, 

study area-wide strategy to achieve desired 

growth forms and patterns over an extended 

timeframe. A set of multimodal transportation 

recommendations based on the land use 

strategy are presented in Chapter 6. The 

transportation strategies seek to provide 

adequate access, mobility, and safety to all 

modes of transportation. The intersection of 

the land use and transportation strategies are 

shown in more detail through the concept plans 

presented in the pages that follow. 

 

  

The intent of the focus area concepts is to demonstrate how land use and transportation decisions 

can spur private investment toward achieving the types of growth envisioned for the study area. 

The two focus area locations selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel and described in the pages that 

follow represent types of growth that could occur in other parts of the study area. The designs are 

supported by illustrative site plans that convey use and intensity, transportation and infrastructure 

system integration, and building form and designs. 

The designs test the application of designated place types and explore the form, massing, and 

architecture of a waterfront development and village center.   

The Point 

An active, livable,  

and working waterfront  

Mill Creek Village 

A multiuse core with  

public and private uses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focus Area Concepts – Chapter Overview 

The focus area concept designs are strictly 

development concepts meant as a visual 

expression of potential future development. 

They are not in any way a specific 

recommendation nor are they an expression 

of any current plans being considered by 

Onslow County. 
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The Point 

Some members of the Blue Ribbon Panel and the community expressed an 

interest in seeing a cohesive development located in the historical fishing 

village area. The intent was to take advantage of water views and access to 

create a destination for residents and visitors with new housing options 

near the water’s edge. The ideal development concept would center on a 

marina and include a quality restaurant with water views, for sale and for 

lease multifamily housing, open space, and a modest amount of supporting 

retail. The challenge was to locate a site with the desired characteristics 

without interfering with the existing residences near the fishing village. The 

selected site is adjacent to the existing Sea Haven Marina. The Focus Area 

concept repurposes the existing RV park, provides a new restaurant 

adjacent to the NC 172 bridge across the New River, and adds 

condominiums and modest supporting retail adjacent to the marina. 

Referred to as “The Point”, the focus area demonstrates the viability and 

characteristics associated with a development of similar form in this 

geography. 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

 Multifamily rental units replacing the existing RV campground 

 Multifamily/condominium units for sale or lease along the river and 

adjacent to the marina 

 Marina with enhanced boat access and parking, increased public 

parking, special retail to support marina, quick serve restaurant / snack 

bar, and double the space for boat storage 

 Fish market restaurant with supporting small-scale flexible 

retail/commercial space 

 Park and open space with public gathering space for events  

 

 

 

Defining Characteristics 
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Precedent Photos The Point 
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Mill Creek Village 

Overview 

 Multifamily rental units replacing the RV campground area 

 Village green central to the mixed-use area 

 Village Center-style commercial buildings with four-sided architecture along village green 

 Traditional commercial center with one-sided architecture facing village green  

 Five 1.15-acre traditional commercial out parcels fronting NC 210 

 Mix of housing types, including alley-loaded townhomes, single-family homes, and multifamily 

rentals connected to the commercial core with sidewalks and bicycle-friendly streets 

 Amenity center with pool, playground, and community center 

 Integrated green space such as pocket parks and terminal vistas where public streets end 

 

 

 

The Blue Ribbon Panel and community members identified where concentrations of 

retail should occur within the study area. The strategy clusters future retail growth along 

NC 210 and NC 172. The desire was to create a compact, high quality, retail and service 

corridor with opportunities for improved connectivity and more walkable and bikeable 

destinations. Concentrating future growth in this location offers an opportunity to mix 

retail with housing and to enhance the connectivity between existing and future 

neighborhoods. The result is a core area with sufficient year-round housing supportive of 

quality commercial development that also attracts seasonal tourists. The Focus Area 

concept, located near the northwest quadrant of the NC 210 and Old Folkstone Road 

intersection (behind the existing Topsail Way /Food Lion Shopping Center), 

demonstrates the Village Center place type. The concept includes retail clustered around 

a common green with a diversity of housing types (single-family detached, townhomes, 

apartments, and condominiums) in a walkable and integrated design. Traditional 

commercial outparcels are provided adjacent to NC 210. The Focus Area takes advantage 

of passing traffic, connectivity to existing and future neighborhoods, and people enjoying 

the future multi-use trail parallel to NC 210. 

 

 

 

 

Defining Characteristics 
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Precedent Photos Mill Creek Village 
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  Community Outreach Results 
 
Community Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

More than 50 residents attended this interactive open house. 

Participants learned about the plan and used dots to answer 

questions related to the focus area concepts. 

Does the development concept shown in The Point contain features 

that you believe are positive contributions to the study area? 

 

 

 

 

Is the Village Center a development form you would prefer to see 

more of when compared to a more linear strip development 

pattern? 

 

 

 

 

Support was strong for the development forms illustrated in both 

focus area concepts. Comments received during the workshop 

stressed the need to have a village center and protect the 

waterfront.  

 

Questionnaire #2 (September and October 2014) 

More than 100 responses were received on this questionnaire, 

which allowed a review of the draft recommendations presented at 

the August 2014 workshop and September 2014 public open house. 

Does The Point development concept shown contain features that 

you believe are positive contributions to the study area? 

1. Average score of 6.3 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

Is the Village Center a development form you would prefer to see 

more of when compared to a more linear strip development 

pattern? 

2. Average score of 6.6 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

Comments received from questionnaire participants mentioned the 

need to enhance accessibility to the waterfront. Some participants 

also expressed concern about the potential increase to property 

values (and taxes) if development occurs as shown. Other comments 

expressed concern about growth in general and how the area 

continues to change as growth occurs. 

 

 

 

No Absolutely 

No Absolutely 
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For many residents and commuters, the growth that Sneads Ferry has 

experienced over the last 10 to 20 years is most evident on the 

community’s roads. The stress on the transportation network—today 

and in the future—is evident: 

 From 2002 to 2012, volumes increased about 5% per year on  

NC 172 and NC 210.  

 Traffic on NC 210 north of NC 172 increased 81% between 2002 

and 2010, the most of any corridor in the study area. 

 Approximately 1,200 vehicles travel through the NC 172/NC210 

intersection in the morning peak hour (7:00am to 8:00am) and 

1,400 vehicles travel through it in the evening peak hour 

(4:00pm to 5:00pm). 

The challenges facing the community are not limited to vehicles on the 

road. Throughout the planning process, the community noted the need 

for improved bicycle and pedestrian amenities. The transportation 

strategy for the Sneads Ferry Community Plan represents a balanced 

approach to serving all travel modes. The plan is a partnership by 

Onslow County and the Jacksonville Urban Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization, which is responsible for planning for transportation 

improvements throughout much of Onslow County.  

  

The transportation strategy for the Sneads Ferry Community Plan 

responds to existing and projected traffic while respecting the 

integrity of existing places. The strategy builds on a foundation of 

community mobility through the addition of roadway capacity along 

major corridors while enhancing connectivity from existing and 

future development. Efforts were made to improve the quality and 

safety of walking and bicycling environments, including a network of 

bicycle friendly roads that work in conjunction with a series of future 

multiuse trails and greenways to provide enhanced accessibility to 

destinations in the community.    

This chapter outlines three sets of overlapping transportation 

recommendations—Interim, Long-term Roadway, and Bicycle and 

Pedestrian. It focuses on strategies that offer a balanced approach to 

transportation in response to the community vision.  

Transportation Strategy – Chapter Overview 
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Improvements to the intersection of NC 210 and NC 172 
in 2013 improved the performance of the study area’s 
busiest intersection. The interim recommendations 
provide a similar approach by focusing attention on 
locations where safety and mobility can be enhanced 
with lower cost, higher priority projects. As the 
recommendations shown on this page are implemented, 
staff should reassess whether the long-term 
recommendations on the pages that follow are 
necessary or the best use of limited resources. 
 

Interim Recommendations 
Widen NC 172 between 
NC 210 and the New River 

Improve the NC 210 at Old 
Folkstone Road intersection 

Construct paved shoulders as 
roadways are resurfaced (see page 6-3) 

Construct developer-funded collector 
streets as part of new developments 
(see page 6-3) 

Improve the US 17 intersections at 
NC 172 and Old Folkstone Road 

Improve the NC 172 and 
Sneads Ferry Road intersection 

Preserve access on future divided 
roadways in accordance with the 
preferred access plan 

Improve Old Folkstone Road 
(e.g. straighten curves) 

Support development of the 
Mountains-to-Sea Trail (e.g. planning, 
coordination, grant assistance) 
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Long-Term Roadway Recommendations 

The performance of the study area 

transportation network should be re-

evaluated as interim improvements are 

implemented. If traffic and safety 

concerns persist, more intensive long-

term improvements may be necessary. 

It is likely that the full set of 

improvements will not be necessary.  

The improvements shown on the map 

to the left are color-coded with the 

images and descriptions on the pages 

that follow. Improvements include 

cross sections that show the preferred 

design of the study area’s primary 

roads based on the best available 

information today. Streets that should 

have shoulders and intersection 

improvements also are shown. Finally, 

the map provides a preferred access 

plan that shows where access should 

be provided if divided roadways are 

constructed in the future. 

The strategies presented here can be 

considered for incorporation in the 

Jacksonville Urban Area MPO’s long 

range transportation plan. 
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4-lane divided (swale) with multiuse path 

 

 

4-lane divided (curb) with sidewalks 

4-lane divided (curb) with sidewalk and multiuse path 

 

3-lane (curb) with sidewalks 
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2-lane (swale) with multiuse path 

Adding a paved shoulder to selected roadways will provide additional 

room for bicyclists and pedestrians along corridors where frequency 

of use may not require a higher level facility. The shoulders also will 

extend the life of the pavement.  

Shoulder Improvement 

The NCDOT feasibility study includes the construction of a parallel 

bridge to carry a total of four lanes over the New River. If the long-

term recommendation to widen NC 172 to four lanes is 

implemented, these improvements must be coordinated with 

improvements on base. The capacity at the Sneads Ferry Gate also 

would need to be addressed. 

Intersection Improvements 

Bridge Construction and Gate Improvements 

The long-term roadway recommendations include improvements 

to several intersections in the study area. These locations were 

selected based on traffic and safety concerns revealed through 

analysis and feedback from the community. As numbered on the 

map, the intersections include the following: 

1. NC 210 at NC 172—Additional turn lanes, access control, 

and bicycle/pedestrian facilities (see exhibit in this chapter) 

2. NC 210 at Old Folkstone Road—Additional turn lanes, 

access control, and bicycle/pedestrian facilities (see exhibit 

in this chapter) 

3. NC 172 at Sneads Ferry Road—Realignment, traffic signal, 

and pedestrian enhancements 

4. US 17 at NC 210—Trumpet interchange 

5. US 17 at NC 172/Old Folkstone Road—Operational 

improvements 
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The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines access 

management as “the process that provides access to land 

development while simultaneously preserving the flow of traffic on 

the surrounding system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed.” 

According to the Access Management Manual, access management 

results from a cooperative effort between state and local agencies 

and private land owners to systematically control the “location, 

spacing, design, and operation of driveways, median openings, 

interchanges, and street connections to a roadway.” 

Access management will be an important consideration as the 

four-lane divided roadways are contemplated. Poor access 

management directly affects the livability and economic vitality of 

commercial corridors, ultimately discouraging potential customers 

from entering the area. A corridor with poor access management 

lengthens travel times, creates unsafe conditions, and increases 

vehicle emissions. For this reason, the transportation strategy 

considers appropriate locations for access along the recommended 

four lane median-divided roadways.  The map shows signalized 

intersections, unsignalized full movement intersections and a left-

over (directional) crossing.  

 
 
 

The role of a collector street is to collect traffic from neighborhoods 

and distribute it to arterial streets. By design, collectors provide 

less mobility but higher accessibility compared to higher level 

streets. Lower design speeds and multimodal amenities make 

these streets attractive for bicyclists and pedestrians. Considerations 

for the location and design of collector streets include:  

Local Context—Decisions on where to site collector streets 

should account for existing and future conditions, the public’s 

vision, and the balance between the natural environment, 

connectivity, access, mobility, and safety. 

Natural Environment—The abundance of streams and wetlands 

in the study area affects how the community develops and 

where streets can be constructed. 

Street Spacing—The spacing of collector streets should promote 

the efficient expansion of the transportation system and be a 

consideration during the development review process. 

Design Elements—Collector streets typically have two lanes and 

exclusive left-turn lanes at intersections with arterials and 

sometimes with other collector streets. 

The proper design and spacing of collector streets is critical to 

serving the future needs of residents and businesses in Sneads 

Ferry. Potential collector street locations are shown on the long-

term roadway recommendations map. 

 

 

 

 

 

Preferred Access Plan Collector Streets 

Example: Left-Over Crossing 
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In January 2013, NCDOT prepared a feasibility study that examined 

traffic needs along the main corridors in the Sneads Ferry area. The 

study describes the proposed widening of NC 210 and NC 172. NCDOT 

took this initial step in the planning and design process with the intent 

to describe probable costs and identify potential problems that may 

require consideration in future design phases. The study considered 

one cross-section alternative—a four lane divided highway with 

shoulders on 150 feet of right-of-way.  

 

 Review traffic and safety 

 Identify alternatives 

 Evaluate the impact of alternatives in terms of household 
relocations, business relocations, and cost 

 Describe potential community and natural environment issues 

 Offer a preferred recommendation 

  

 Widen NC 210 and NC 172 to four-lane divided highway 

 Interchange flyover at NC 210 and NC 172 

 Trumpet interchange at US 17 and NC 210 

 Dual bridges over the New River (one new bridge) 

  

 9 residences relocated 

 20 business relocated 

 $130,000,000 cost 
 

Feasibility Study | Widening of NC 210 from US 17 to NC 172 and NC 172 from NC 210 to USMC Gate 

  

In a letter to NCDOT, the Jacksonville Urban Area MPO’s 

Transportation Advisory Committee responded to the draft feasibility 

study. The committee raised the following points:  

 Widening NC 210 and NC 172 is a critical need. 

 Widening NC 172 in Sneads Ferry should be coordinated with 

planned improvements on MCB Camp Lejeune. 

 Grade-separation at primary intersections may not be needed. 

 The impact of a left-turn flyover from NC 210 to NC 172 would 

significantly affect the Sneads Ferry community. 

A major concern was the lack of community involvement in the 

development of the study. While the committee noted the need to 

improve area roadways (especially when considering traffic projections 

to 2035), they stressed the importance of balancing roadway 

improvements with community goals and vision. To determine the 

community vision, the Jacksonville Urban Area MPO partnered with 

Onslow County to develop the Sneads Ferry Community Plan. One of 

the stated goals of the plan is to identify a more context-sensitive 

alternative to the left-turn flyover at the NC 210/NC172 intersection. 

To view the complete feasibility study, visit the Plans & Documents 

page on the Jacksonville Urban Area MPO website. 

www.jumpo-nc.org/plans-documents 

Recommendation 

Purpose 

Outcomes 

Community Response 

http://www.jumpo-nc.org/plans-documents
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NC 210 and NC 172 are the study area’s 

workhorse corridors. These roadways 

provide critical access to MCB Camp 

Lejeune facilities, connect tourists to the 

beach, and offer evacuation routes in 

times of emergency. In 2010, 

approximately 1,200 vehicles traveled 

through the intersection in morning peak 

period. More than 1,400 traveled through 

the intersection in the evening. In response 

to existing and projected traffic volumes, 

the NCDOT feasibility study recommended 

a flyover interchange at the intersection. 

This recommendation would solve traffic 

problems; however the community 

expressed concern over the flyover 

concept. Specifically, the community was 

concerned about the flyover’s impact on 

local businesses from the structure itself 

as well as the necessary control of access 

to the roadways at the community’s 

primary activity center.  The recommended 

solution for the intersection of NC 210 and 

NC 172 is a traditional signalized 

intersection with appropriate turn lanes 

and multimodal features. This option was 

selected from the six alternatives 

summarized to the right. 

 

Partial Quadrant Restricted Crossing U-Turn Diverted Left Turn 

Flyover Traditional Widening Existing No Build 

 Alternatives Analysis for the NC 210 / NC 172 Intersection 

Six potential designs for the intersection of NC 210 and NC 172 were selected for analysis following a review 

of the Federal Highway Administration’s Alternative Intersection and Interchange Report. The alternatives 

reflect a wide range of potential solutions with varying effect on four critical categories: 

Space requirements | Traffic congestion | Walkability/bikeability | Construction costs 

The graph for each alternative shows the relative performance (low to high) for each category. 
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  NC 210 at NC 172 
The long-term solution for 

the intersection reflects the 

improvements to the 

corridors. NC 210 is a four-

lane divided roadway. NC 

172 is three lanes west of NC 

210 and transitions to a four-

lane divided roadway east of 

the intersection. Sidewalks, 

multi-use paths, and 

crosswalks enhance safety 

and accessibility to 

residences and businesses in 

the area. 
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NC 210 at Old Folkstone Road 

The long-term solution for the intersection reflects the improvements to the corridors. 

NC 210 as a four-lane divided roadway and Old Folkstone Road as a three-lane 

roadway will improve traffic flow and safety. Sidewalks, trails, multi-use paths, and 

crosswalks will allow greater connectivity between existing and future development on 

all four quadrants of the intersection. 

The intersection of NC 210 and Old Folkstone Road was 

consistently identified by the community as an area of 

concern. NC 210 provides a north-south connection through 

the study area, and Old Folkstone Road offers an east-west 

route south of NC 172. While traffic volumes along Old 

Folkstone Road are relatively low (ranging from 2,800 to 

4,900), the stores and restaurants at the NC 210 

intersection coupled with traffic on NC 210 contribute to 

congestion and safety concerns at the intersection.  
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The community created a guiding 
statement specifically for 
multimodal integration. The intent 
is to provide a coordinated and 
comprehensive transportation 
system that encourages safe and 
active use by bicyclists and 
pedestrians. This is accomplished 
through a combination of on-street 
facilities and an off-street trail 
network associated with the 
Mountains-to-Sea Trail.   

The multiuse path south of NC 172 
is shown on the west side of  
NC 210 to align with the Mill Creek 
Village focus area concept. 
Construction of this segment will 
require improvements to the 
crossing over the Intracoastal 
Waterway and coordination with 
North Topsail Beach. In addition to 
these considerations, the decision 
of which side of NC 210 the path 
should be constructed along likely 
will depend on private 
development activity. 

 
 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Recommendations 
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Bikeability and Walkability 

. A suitability analysis provides a snapshot of 

the quality of area thoroughfares and 

collectors for use by bicyclists and 

pedestrians.  The maps are another tool 

that planners and officials can use to 

provide more information about the 

roadway and its suitability for non-vehicular 

modes. Suitability was determined for 

bicyclists and pedestrians separately for 

existing conditions as well as if the full set of 

long-term transportation recommendations 

were implemented.  

Suitability Factors 

The selection of suitability factors were 

based on best practices and availability of 

data in the study area. Factors included: 

 Traffic speed 

 Traffic volume 

 Roadway geometry 

 Presence of military vehicles 

 Number of driveways  

 Facility condition 

Suitable             

Moderately Suitable 

Not Suitable 

Bike Walk 

Existing Existing 

Future Future 
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Community Outreach Results 
 
Community Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

More than 50 residents attended this interactive open house. 

Participants learned about the plan and used dots to answer 

questions related to the transportation exhibits. 

How well does the recommended transportation strategy address 

community needs? 

 

 

How well do the proposed cross-sections and bicycle routes 

accommodate the needs of bikers and walkers? 

 

 

How well does the proposed intersection improvement at NC 210 

and NC 172 meet your expectations? 

 

 

Changes to the transportation strategy were made based on the 

feedback received at the workshop. These changes included 

adjusting some of the cross sections, adding turn lanes at the 

intersection of NC 210 and Old Folkstone Road, and providing 

additional explanation of the findings and intent of the 

transportation recommendations. These changes were reflected in 

images used for the second questionnaire.   

 

Not at All Extremely Well 

Not at All Extremely Well 

Not at All Extremely Well 

Questionnaire #2 (September and October 2014) 

More than 100 responses were received on this questionnaire, 

which allowed a review of the draft recommendations presented at 

the August 2014 workshop and September 2014 public open house. 

How well does the recommended transportation strategy address 

community needs? 

 Average score of 7.1 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

How well does the proposed intersection improvement at NC 210 

and NC 172 meet your expectations? 

 Average score of 7.3 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

How well does the proposed intersection improvement at NC 210 

and Old Folkstone Road meet your expectations? 

 Average score of 6.6 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

How well do the proposed cross-sections and bicycle routes 

accommodate the needs of bikers and walkers? 

 Average score of 6.9 on a scale of 1 (Not at All) to  

10 (Extremely Well) 

Additional changes to the transportation recommendations were 

made based on the feedback received through the questionnaire 

and at the Blue Ribbon Panel meeting and public open house on 

September 25, 2014. 
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The recommendations presented in this chapter build upon the ideas 

and outcomes presented in previous chapters. The recommendations 

were created, vetted, and refined during a broad community outreach 

campaign. The community’s response was significant. More than 250 

people joined the mailing list through PlanSneadsFerry.com, more than 

300 participated in the first questionnaire, and more than 100 

completed the second questionnaire. Attendance at each of the two 

community workshops and the two public open houses ranged from 40 

to 75 people. 

Input provided by the Blue Ribbon Panel at its April 13, 2015 meeting 

and by members of the community at the May 28, 2015 public open 

house was crucial to creating the final set of recommendations. The 

Blue Ribbon Panel meeting and public open house, which were 

facilitated by staff from the Onslow County Planning and Development 

Department and the Jacksonville Urban Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization, focused exclusively on the recommendations contained in 

this chapter. 

The recommendations do not need to be completed in unison. Instead, 

implementation requires flexibility and partnership between Onslow 

County, community stakeholders, and the development community. 

Incremental implementation as new development occurs and funding 

becomes available should be expected. Transportation projects, in 

particular, can vary based on the operating priorities and funding 

availability. For example, NCDOT cannot fund the construction nor 

maintain sidewalks and multiuse paths in unincorporated areas. Likewise, 

the county currently is not positioned to allocate resources to these 

recommendations as standalone projects. As a result, improvements to 

the pedestrian network will require construction outside of the public 

right-of-way as development or redevelopment occurs. 

While the Sneads Ferry Community Plan represents the contribution of 

the Blue Ribbon Panel, local staff, and the Sneads Ferry community, 

successfully implementing it will require cooperation among 

government entities, stakeholders, private developers, and the people 

that live, work, and visit Sneads Ferry. 
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Action Area 1   Focused Growth 

1. Amend the Onslow County Comprehensive Plan/CAMA Land Use 

Plan consistent with the vision and recommendations contained 

in the Sneads Ferry Community Plan. Such changes include 

amendments to the future land use map to reflect the preferred 

land use scenario and amendments to the policies to reinforce 

the Sneads Ferry Community Plan’s established goals. 

2. Use the conditional zoning process to ensure that new 

development is consistent with the community’s vision. 

3. Create an overlay zoning district for the Village Center area as 

delineated on the preferred growth scenario map. The overlay 

district should include enhanced architectural standards and 

design guidelines, signage and landscaping requirements, and 

appropriate front setbacks.  Additionally, the overlay district 

should consider requirements for walkways, interconnections, 

and access management.  

4. Create zoning districts that allow mixed use development 

consistent with the Village Center and Traditional Neighborhood 

place types. 

5. Provide incentives for development that incorporates design 

principles illustrated in the Sneads Ferry Community Plan’s focus 

area studies, including walkability and access to natural and man-

made amenities. 

6. Evaluate Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances to ensure that 

standards require sufficient street lighting on major corridors. 

7. Evaluate lot size requirements in the Zoning and Subdivision 

Ordinances to ensure that existing infrastructure is sufficient to 

support allowed densities. 

8. Ensure that the zoning regulations allow a variety of housing 

options that promote diversity and quality while also remaining 

affordable. Establish options and incentives that encourage 

usable open space and other amenities and the use of green 

growth strategies to create lasting value. 

9. Work with NCDOT and community stakeholders to evaluate 

potential amendments to county ordinances regarding access 

management standards and traffic impact analysis requirements. 
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Action Area 2   Working Waterfront & Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

1. Assemble information regarding existing shellfish closures and 

waterway classifications in order to establish a baseline of 

current water quality conditions to assist with public outreach 

efforts and future land use decisions. 

2. Create a new zoning district to be utilized along the waterfront 

and other sensitive areas that serves as a “holding zone” 

designed to facilitate orderly growth and development over time, 

consistent with the community’s identified vision. Emphasis 

should be placed on ensuring that new development is 

consistent with preferred development patterns established in 

this plan and that potential negative impacts to existing 

residential development and the natural environment are 

appropriately mitigated. 

3. Limit land uses in the Waterfront Living Area, as delineated on 

the preferred growth scenario map, to include only low-impact 

uses that protect scenic viewsheds and preserve water quality. 

Examples of possible uses include fish houses, restaurants, 

limited-scale marinas (fewer than 10 boat slips), infill single-

family and limited attached residential development, commercial 

fishing operations, and businesses that support commercial and 

recreational waterfront activities. 

4. Incorporate green growth and low impact development options 

and incentives into the county’s ordinances. 

 

 
Action Area 3   Quality of Life 

1. Utilize wayfinding strategies to enhance awareness of local 

destinations and reaffirm a sense of place. 

2. Increase public awareness of the opportunities created by the 

New River. Efforts should recognize the New River and 

waterfront areas as the paramount features that establish the 

community’s identity. 

3. Promote a unified community identity through consistency in 

design features, branding, and public art.  

4. Improve public access to the water by constructing new boat 

ramps, waterfront parks, walking paths, picnic areas, etc. 

5. Utilize social media, community outreach, and other means to 

increase public awareness of water quality as it impacts shellfish 

habitat and recreational activities. 

6. Facilitate communication with civic groups and/or private 

investors to establish a youth center and/or other recreation 

facilities. 

7. Use the master plan process to determine locations for 

recreational facilities (by assisting with ongoing due diligence 

efforts) and provide amenities identified as part of the parks and 

open space planning process. 
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Action Area 4   Community Engagement 

1. Identify available means for concerned citizens and local 

coalitions to collaborate and voice concerns to NCDOT regarding 

needed roadway improvements. 

2. Advocate for accelerated timelines and/or interim improvements 

associated with identified transportation improvements, 

including: 

 NC 210/Old Folkstone Road intersection turn lanes and 

access management 

 Sneads Ferry Road/NC 172 intersection improvements 

 Old Folkstone Road shoulder widening 

 Sneads Ferry Road/Peru Road shoulder widening and 

intersection improvements 

 Wider shoulders or bike lanes as roadways are improved 

as an interim strategy for providing a safer environment 

for pedestrians and bicyclists 

3. As conditions change, encourage NCDOT to evaluate posted 

speed limits for consistency and appropriateness. 

4. Ensure that impacts to businesses and traffic at intersections and 

median breaks are considered if a divided roadway section is 

developed on NC 172. Where possible, consider alternatives to 

medians. 

5. Utilize social media, community outreach, and other means to 

increase public awareness of new and ongoing development. 

6. Monitor and periodically report on the implementation of the 

Sneads Ferry Community Plan recommendations. 
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Action Area 5   Transportation Recommendations 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities and Transit Services 

1. Support development of the Coastal Crescent alternate route of 

the Mountains-to-Sea Trail. 

2. Construct a multiuse path along NC 210 (Note: Segments could 

be constructed and maintained outside of the right-of-way 

incrementally as development occurs). 

3. Provide bicycle and pedestrian amenities at intersections as 

roadways are widened (Note: Segments could be constructed 

and maintained outside of the right-of-way incrementally as 

development occurs). 

4. Continue to monitor transit needs in addition to existing demand 

response service provided by OUTS. 

Roadway Corridors 

1. Preserve access on future divided roadways in accordance with 

the preferred access plan included herein. 

2. Improve Old Folkstone Road (e.g. improve horizontal geometry). 

3. Construct paved shoulders as roadways are resurfaced. 

4. Construct developer-funded collector streets as part of new 

developments. 

5. Widen NC 210 between US 17 and Betty Dixon Road to four-lane 

divided with swale. 

6. Widen NC 210 between Betty Dixon Road and Old Folkstone 

Road to four-lane divided with a sidewalk and multiuse path. 

7. Widen NC 172 east of NC 210 to four-lane divided with wide 

outside lanes and sidewalks (and add bridge over the New River). 

8. Widen NC 172 west of NC 210 to three lanes with wide outside 

lanes and sidewalks. 

9. Widen Old Folkstone Road to three lanes with wide outside lanes 

and sidewalks. 

Roadway Intersections 

1. Improve the US 17 intersections at NC 172 and Old Folkstone 

Road. 

2. Improve the NC 172 and Sneads Ferry Road intersection. 

3. Improve intersection of NC 210 at Old Folkstone Road with 

additional turn lanes, access control, and bicycle/pedestrian 

facilities. 

4. Improve intersection of NC 210 at NC 172 with additional turn 

lanes, access control, and bicycle/pedestrian enhancements. 

5. Improve intersection of NC 172 at Sneads Ferry Road with 

realignment, traffic signal, and pedestrian enhancements. 

6. Improve intersection of US 17 at NC 210 with a trumpet 

interchange. 

7. Improve intersection of US 17 at NC 172/Old Folkstone Road with 

operational improvements. 
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